
2 Puller set  uses 2 - 6’ chains 
3 Roll Puller set uses:  

1 - 4’ center  & 2 - 6’ outer chains   
4 Puller set  uses: 2 of each 4’ & 6’ 
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE:   
ATTACH TO THE ROLL PULLERR END RING A MINIMUM 4700 WLL LB OR GREATER 
rope, strap, cable or 5/16 or larger chain with grab hook. 

INSERT THE ROLL PULLERR RP3XL (2.75” - 3.25”) or RP4XL (3.75”-4.5”) into the roll 
minimum thickness 0.5 cardboard core leaving the red tape line exposed (about 2”).  

HOLDING THE ROLL PULLERR PULL THE RING BACK LOCKING THE TEETH INTO 
THE CARDBOARD CORE. Tug on the rope or chain to make sure the Roll Puller teeth are 
set and biting into the cardboard core and will not come out. 

FOR MULTIPLE ROLL PULLERS attach short class 70 or above chain for lifting with hooks 
to the Roll Pullers and then to a heavy Steel O- Ring. Attach 65' minimum 4700 LB or above - 
1” rope (strap, cable or chain) to the O– Ring to pull from the center. Pull on the rope with 
available equipment (forklift, end loader. pickup truck, etc.).  

PULL ROLLS HORIZONTALLY OR WITH A SLIGHT UPWARD LIFT reducing 
pressure and drag on the rolls beneath and permitting the rolls to easily slide. 

NEVER!! PULL DOWNWARD ON AN ANGLE. This pulls the rolls downward into the rolls 
and increases the pressure and drag on the load being pulled.   

WHEN THE SYNTHETIC IS UNLOADED AND THE ROPE IS SLACK, remove the Roll Pull-
er by pushing the ring into the Roll Puller

ED AN
er while holding onto the red taped part to release 

the teeth from the core. Slide the Roll Puller out of the core. 

WHEN USING MULTIPLE ROLL PULLERS rolls can be pulled one at a time, in  
banded multiples or in stacked rows depending on weight and core not pulling out.  

IF THE CORE TEARS CHECK THAT THE THICKNESS IS A MINIMUM 0.5  
IF THE CORE PULLS OUT pulling multiple tiers or banded groups reduce the weight. Move 
up a row or rows in height until the rolls can be pulled without the core pulling out. If banded 
and manufacturer has loosely wrapped the material on the core multiple Roll Pullers may be 
needed in each roll core to reduce the force on 1 core.  

THINK SAFTEY AT ALL TIMES. Personnel should wear hard hats, steel toed shoes, eye 
protection and gloves THEY SHOULD STAND CLEAR, far enough away from the rope or by 
the side of truck or container. THEY EVER STAND ALONG THE ROPE BEING PULLED in 
case the rope breaks. THINK SAFTEY AT ALL TIMES 

Used by Contractors, Distributors, Manufacturers & Truckers since 1980.  
The PATENTS PENDING ROLL PULLER

s, Dis
R can pull up to a maximum 1000 pounds each used correctly to unload 

trucks, containers or other to the ground, exis ng piles of synthe cs, onto a forkli  or a loading dock. 
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Unloading rolls is fast, easy and safe if instructions are followed.  
This includes pulling rolls wedged to the top of the van or container 

and from deep in the rear of the enclosed vans. THINK SAFTEY. 

2 Roll Pullers pulling up to 6 Stacks 
of banded 3 Rolls of  4 ounce or 6  

stacked single rolls of up to 16 
ounce. Up to a maximum load of 

1000 pounds per Roll Puller. 

Insert the Roll Puller into a minimum thickness 0.5 core to 
the Red Tape end leaving the tape, ring, hook and chain 

exposed out of the end of the cardboard core.  

3 Roll Pullers pulling up to 12 stacks 
of banded 4 ounce or 12 single rolls 

12  single rolls of up to 16 ounce. 

3 to 5 Roll Pullers have been proven to pull up to 25 stacks of banded 4 
ounce although this is beyond the recommended Roll Puller load limits.   

It depends upon the manufacturers winding process on the core.   
Maximum load per Roll Puller is 1000 pounds. used correctly. 

PERSONEL SHOULD NEVER STAND ALONG THE ROPE OR WHERE ROLLS FALL 

THINK SAFTEY 

PULL HORIZONTALLY OR WITH A 
SLIGHT UPWARD LIFT.   

This reduces pressure on the rolls beneath 
and allows the roll to slide easily out on them.  

NEVER PULL DOWNWARD  
ON AN ANGLE or TUG.  

This increases the PSF load and can exceed 
1000 pounds. It forces the rolls into the rolls  

beneath reducing slide and requiring tugging and 
jerking. This can damage the roll puller.  

Downward pulling flexes the ring and shaft 
juncture and weld and may eventually create 
stress fractures which will shear the weld. 

It voids the warranty. 
Tugging can tear the cardboard core.  
Horizontal or an upward lift pulling 

speeds up the unloading process and  
decreases unloading time and costs. 
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WATCH VIDEO: h ps://youtube.com/shorts/7l6ESZXjh4Y?feature=share  


